AP 524- AP English Literature and Composition

Dr. Frazier L. O'Leary, Jr.
oman9@aol.com

A man's reach should exceed his grasp

Class Schedule

Monday
Introductions and Expectations
What is AP? (Size of class, Student selection, Expectations, Books chosen)
The AP Syllabus
Levels of Questions (Cisneros and Soto), Jones
SOAPSTone (Hayden and Millay), Wordsworth
Argumentation and Thesis (Hardy, Remarque, and Levertov), Roethke and Hayden
Homework (Vertical Team Definitions)

Tuesday
Recap
The Multiple Choice Question
Creating Prompts
The Essay
Homework- Review Lost in the City

Wednesday
Recap
Lost in the City
Alternative Texts for AP
Homework – Choosing a Text

Thursday
Recap
The Reading
Formulating Lesson Plans
Student Presentations

Friday
Recap
Edward P. Jones
Review and Evaluation
Next Steps